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Press Release 

GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku is pleased to present the third solo exhibition of Chika Osaka titled Osakaruta. In the show, the artist will exhibit 46 same size paintings witch are 

based on Japanese card game Karuta. 

Using gradation technique, she successes to represent her lithographs like Ukiyo-e. The technique of prints applied to her paintings and drawings, which made her works 

especially unique. She depicts Japanese traditional manner and patterns of clothes, buildings and background with details, however the theme of her works is the life in the 

society. People in her works try to live fervent but comically and idiotically even thought they are faced with the harsh conditions.

　

Since the beginning of her career, Osaka has worked on finding a way to show the works effectively with the texts. Getting a lot of inspiration from her words, the artist 

writes stories and clips a scene from the story. However, her works do not describe the stories and do not complement the stories like book illustrations because the 

works are not expressed the scenes directly and viewers can interpret them in different way without the stories. In her last exhibition, Osaka attempted to show the hidden 

connections among people by suggesting a person relates to many people. The works and texts represent how the relationships have expanded unlimitedly.

In this exhibition, Osaka employed the format of Karuta that is Japanese card game for children and Japanese people have enjoyed Karuta visually and aurally as play and 

remembering the letters and the proverbs. In addition, Karuta used propaganda massages for children in the past. Inspired by the relationship between images and words 

that Karuta has, the artist put texts like the monology, which people did on the social net service, and the phrase told from someone on each work. Comparing to the last 

show, the narrativity and suggestion of texts in the recent works of Osaka are less. However, the texts like lines in the play give the viewers various imaginations and add 

new points of views on her works.   

Chika Osaka was born in 1984 in Tokyo and received M.A. from Tokyo University of the Arts in 2011. She won the prize of Tateyama in the exhibition of Japan Print 

Association in 2010 and in Shell Art Award in 2011．In 2014, Osaka received an honorable mention from the Vision of Contemporary Art and joined the group exhibition at 

Ichihara Lakeside Museum. 

Each Work：2015 Acryric, colored pencil, μ -ground on cotton cloth and panel　22.7 x 15.8cm　©Chika Osaka
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Artist Comment

In this exhibition, I wrote texts that describe the tweets or the phrases that told from others in a day that thinks back about the future and the past when people have time 

and money at their disposal with the format of Karuta that consists of 46 Japanese letters. Through the 46 letters, I attempt to represent the feeling of pleasures, the 

negative thoughts, and the complicated emotions that usually we cannot look in. In addition, it is my pleasure if you have sympathy with a person who lives valiantly in my 

work. 

 “Iroha-karuta” is intrinsically the educational tool for children who play it for remembering the letters. I would like to enjoy the “Osakaruta” for thinking what the life is. 

2015 Chika Osaka
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[Solo exhibitions]

2013  "S's External Elements" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2011  "At Its Best, Valiant " GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2010  "Serious and bonehead" Shirota Gallery, Tokyo

[Public Collections]

Machida City Museum of Graphic Arts, Tokyo, Japan

Zhejiang Art Museum, Zhejiang, China

[Selected Group exhibitions]

2014  "interaction vol.2" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

          "Group Show" Tokyo Metropolitan Senior High School of Fine Arts, 

          Performing Arts and Classical Music, Tokyo

          "VOCA Exhibition 2014 The Vision of Contemporary Art" The Ueno Royal Museum, Tokyo

          "What is Print? － Beyond the Border" Ichihara Lakeside Museum, Chiba

2013  "KIZUNA" MICHEKO GALERIE, Munich, Gemany

2012  "Age of Prints" Jyoshibi Art museum, Kanagawa

          "Shell Art Award Artist Selection 2012"  The National Art Center, Tokyo

2010  "Shell Art Award 2010" Daikanyama Hill Side Forum, Tokyo

2009  "The 77th Japan Print Association Exhibition" Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum, Tokyo

          "The 34th Annual Exhibition of the Association of Japanese Art Colleges" 

          Machida City Museum of Graphic Arts, Tokyo

[Awards]

2014 Selected Prize at VOCA Exhibition 2014

2013 Grand Prize at "The 4th The Adachi Contemporary Ukiyoe Award 2012"

2010 Shima Atsuhiko Prize at "Shell Art Award 2010"

2009 Salon de Plantan Prize at "Graduation Work at Tokyo University of The Art"

         Mr.O Memorial Prize at  "Graduation Work at Tokyo University of The Art"         

         Tateyama Prize at "The 77th Exhibition of Japan Print Association"

         Machida City Museum of Graphic Arts Purchase Prize at 

         "The 34th Annual Exhibition of the Association of Japanese Art Colleges"

         Tawaraya Prize at "Tawaraya Award"

2008 Septeni Edition Prize at "Spteni Edition Award"


